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THE COUP  
THE BEST DVD EVER  
MVD  
8 out of 10  
Band Website  

I hadn't heard much of Coup before this DVD 
happened into my lap, but what I heard I've loved, 
which is why I was super excited to check this DVD 
out. Most Bands that put out DVDs nowadays are 
mostly "look at our endless live shows and the 
stupid shit we do off stage, we have no meaning, 
we have no message." So is NOT the case with 
Coup!  

Aside from being one of the most talented rappers 
around these days Coup is also one of the most 
political, singing about struggles, and poverty and 
famine, not about playing with his "laffy taffy" (God I 
hate that fucking song). He takes it back to what 
rap and hip hop were meant to be. There are some 
music videos on this DVD including "Me & Jesus 
The Pimp in a '79 Grenada Last Night", however 
the majority of the DVD is a documentary called 
"Eating Forever" about Coups trip to Africa w/ Talib 
Kwali, Dead Prez and many more. Visiting 
squatters and famine struck families, workers 
struggling to get by, asking what people think about 
what has happened to their homes etc. You don't 
just get a one sided view, you get inside insight 
from the people who this everyday.  

To make a long story short, not only is this DVD a 
great look at one of the great rappers just under the 
radar, but with any luck it will serve as a wake up 
call to people about the problems that plague the 
rest of the world. Definitely worth checking out.  
 
- Boss Anjo  
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